More about our Friends in Hungary

Some friends of the Hungarian Zúgó Szél Alapítvány (Roaring Wind Foundation)
encountered the ministry of Amanda Buys first in 2005 when she ministered in Switzerland
at a boot camp of prophetic intercession. Her DVD’s were among the first published ever
by this foundation. From the first moment, we were impressed by the detailed
thoroughness of her knowledge of the subjects she covered. Some Hungarian leaders
never forgot her and due to the DVD’s/CD’s, other Christians in Hungary could also be
edified by her ministry, too.
As a result, last year the opportunity opened up for Amanda’s first visit to Hungary. We
were exceedingly glad. So in June 2012, she visited several churches and some of the
pastors invited her to come back. Still that summer the brother who was Amanda’s and her
intercessors’ helper during their visit in Hungary, spent a few weeks in South-Africa and
brought back the Journey2Freedom DVD series with the permission to overdub it into
Hungarian and distributing it. We undertook the task since we have published Spirit-filled,
Charismatic Biblical teachings for more than twenty years1. We knew it would be a project
of several years and it would cost a lot of money to have all this translated into Hungarian,
but we were sure that if it was GOD’s Will – and we were convinced it was – He would pay
the bills.
From the beginning we’ve had a sponsor who promised to give a certain sum for the
translation of each DVD. We pray for his prosperity. However this support will not be
sufficient for the translation costs of the whole set. We started anyway.
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Besides the DVD’s, we also met some brothers and sisters who found some written
teachings by Amanda and began to translate them ... and seeing the enormous amount of
material that can be downloaded from the Kanaan Ministries website, we felt we had to
help supervise the translations of these volunteers so they could be put on the Kanaan
website for downloading.
So we went ahead with the DVD’s and by the time Amanda came back to Hungary in
March 2013, we had the first four DVDs published in Hungarian and Amanda was greatly
pleased with the product.
There are some new translators being tested at this point, five more DVD’s are already
translated and we plan to have them published soon. We believe these teachings are vital
for Hungarians because they present a new aspect of “counseling” compared to the
ministries we have encountered and cooperated with so far, and we feel they are
necessary for the restoration of the Body of Christ in Hungary. We are grateful to GOD for
raising up Amanda for revealing His Wisdom in many areas and for bringing us into
contact with her.
As of February 2014, we have managed to translate and finalize some documents for
downloading, and we continue this work. The translation of other articles and prayers that
are especially important for the Hungarians has also started. We also want to mention that
you can support this work. The written teachings can be downloaded free, however our
foundation in Hungary (Roaring Wind Foundation) has to pay the monthly utilities.
Therefore we ask that if you find these teachings important and they are a blessing to you,
and you’d like to make a donation – that you contact us at zugoszel@hu.inter.net and we
will let you know how you can help the translation work in Hungary.
We would highly appreciate if you helped us pray for the approximately 3,000 Euros we
need for the translation of the whole J2F DVD set.
We thank everyone who is praying for this and/or gives a donation for this purpose.

Thank you very much, blessings to all of you!
Csilla Gulyas (center lady in the photo)
Roaring Wind Foundation
Hungary
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